ABSTRACT. Let A be a lattice-ordered group, B a generalized Boolean algebra. The Boolean extension A B of A has been investigated in the literature; we will refer to A B as a generalized Specker lattice-ordered group (namely, if A is the linearly ordered group of all integers, then A B is a Specker lattice-ordered group). The paper establishes that some distributivity laws extend from A B to both A and B, and (under certain circumstances) also conversely.
Introduction
For lattice-ordered groups ( -groups, for short), we apply the terminology and notation as in [1] ; in particular, the corresponding group operation is written additively, also in the non-abelian case. The definitions of further relevant notions are recalled in Section 2 -Section 4 below.
Let A be an -group, B a generalized Boolean algebra. The notion of the Boolean extension A B of A has been introduced in [4] . If A is the linearly ordered group of all integers, then A B is a Specker -group. For this reason, we will refer to A B , for any -group A, as a generalized Specker -group. Specker -groups or generalized Specker -groups have been dealt with in [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] and [13] .
Let m and n be nonzero cardinals. The notions of (m, n)-distributivity and of weak (m, n)-distributivity of Boolean algebras have been defined in [18] and investigated in [16] , [17] and [18] . These definitions can be transferred to arbitrary lattices, as follows.
Let T and S be sets with card T ≤ m and card S ≤ n. The system of all finite nonempty subsets of S will be denoted by F . As usual, F T is the set of all mappings of T into F .
Suppose that L is a lattice. If (a t,s ) t∈T,s∈S is an indexed system of elements of L, then, for each φ ∈ F T , we put
For the given indexed system (a t,s ) t∈T,s∈S , we consider the following conditions:
(ii) For each t ∈ T , there exists s∈S a t,s .
(iii) There exists
The lattice L is defined to be upper weakly (m, n)-distributive if for all sets T, S with card T ≤ m, card S ≤ n and for each indexed system (a t,s ) t∈T,s∈S of elements of L such that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, the relation t∈T s∈S
is valid.
The lower weakly (m, n)-distributive lattice is defined in a dual way. The lattice L is defined to be weakly (m, n)-distributive if it is both upper and lower weakly (m, n)-distributive. (Cf. [18: §30] , for the case when L is a Boolean algebra.) Again, let L be a lattice and let T, S be nonempty sets with card T ≤ m, card S ≤ n. For an indexed system (a t,s ) t∈T,s∈S of elements of L, we consider the following conditions:
(ii) For each t ∈ T , there exists
The lattice L will be called upper (m, n)-distributive if for each indexed system (a t,s ) t∈T,s∈S of elements of L satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), we have t∈T s∈S
In a dual way, we define lower (m, n)-distributive lattices. If a lattice L is both upper and lower (m, n)-distributive, then it is said to be (m, n)-distributive.
The above notions can be applied to any lattice-ordered structures. In particular, an -group will be said to be (weakly) (m, n)-distributive whenever its underlying lattice is (weakly) (m, n)-distributive.
We recall that (m, m)-distributivity is denoted simply as m-distributivity, and, in the case m = ℵ 0 , the term σ-distributivity is applied. This particular case for Boolean algebra has been considered in [2] , [8] and [14] in connection with measures on Boolean algebras.
Weak (m, n)-distributivity of -groups and of M V -algebras was studied in [12] . The particular case of weak σ-distributivity of -groups was dealt with in [9] and [15] .
We prove that if a generalized Specker -group A B corresponding to an -group A and a generalized Boolean algebra B is (weakly) (m, n)-distributive, then the same holds for A and B. Conversely, if both A and B are (weakly) (m, n)-distributive and at least one of A, B is atomic, then A B is also (weakly) (m, n)-distributive. As a consequence, a Specker -group Z B is (weakly) (m, n)-distributive if and only if B is (weakly) (m, n)-distributive. In fact, we have first proved the result concerning Z B , and consequently, we succeeded in generalizing it to A B for any -group A.
Further, we show that for each infinite cardinal m, there exists a Specker -group Z B , which is weakly m-distributive but fails to be m-distributive.
Weak (m, n)-distributivity
A lattice L is infinitely distributive if it satisfies the following condition (d) and the condition dual to (d): 
It is obvious that in 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, upper weak (m, n)-distributivity can be replaced by lower weak (m, n)-distributivity.
A distributive lattice with the least element 0 is defined to be a generalized Boolean algebra if for each x ∈ L, the interval [0, x] of L is complemented; this implies that every interval of L is a Boolean algebra.
It is well-known that if L is a lattice such that either L is a Boolean algebra or L is the underlying lattice of an -group, then the lattice L is self-dual. Also, in both cases, L is infinitely distributive. From this and from Corollary 2.3, we infer: 
(m, n)-distributivity
The proof of the following result will be omitted; the assertion is analogous to Lemma 2.1 above. 
If L is either the underlying lattice of an -group or a generalized Boolean algebra, then, obviously, the following conditions are equivalent:
Generalized Specker -groups
Let A be any -group and B be any generalized Boolean algebra. Let Λ denote the set of all proper ultrafilters on B; each b ∈ B can be identified with the set {λ ∈ Λ : b ∈ λ}. For a ∈ A and b ∈ B, define a[b] ∈ Λ A by:
Let A B be the subgroup of The above definition just like some properties of A B depending on the properties of A, B can be found in [4] .
Let G be an -group. An element x ∈ G with x > 0 is said to be singular if the interval [0, x] of G is a complemented lattice. Denote by B 1 (G) the set of all singular elements of G and put B(G) = B 1 (G) ∪ {0}. Then B(G) is a generalized Boolean algebra. The -group G is said to be a Specker -group if it is generated as an -group (or, equivalently, as a group) by B 1 (G) (cf. [7] ). It is easy to see that a Specker -group G is nothing other than A B for A being the linearly ordered group Z of all integers and B = B(G).
(Weak) (m, n)-distributivity of generalized Specker -groups
In what follows, A will be any -group and B any generalized Boolean algebra. The aim is to find conditions under which the generalized Specker -group A B is (weakly) (m, n)-distributive. 
and, moreover, preserves all existing joins and meets.
P r o o f. The mapping ϕ t is evidently isotone in both directions. We are going to show, e.g., that ϕ t preserves all existing joins. The dual property could be proved
Suppose that x has the standard Specker representation
. We want to show that x ≥ t [b] . Evidently, all a j are strictly positive,
As B is infinitely distributive, there exists i 0 ∈ I with
The following assertion is evident.
for each a ∈ A\{0}, fulfils the condition
and, moreover, it preserves all existing joins and meets. 
As A B is weakly (m, n)-distributive, the elements on the right sides are equal. Using the injectivity of ψ b , we obtain that relation (1) is valid.
To prove that A is lower weakly (m, n)-distributive, we would proceed dually.
As to B, we apply an analogous way, using Lemma 5.1.
Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain analogously: G which is weakly (m, n)-distributive but fails to be m-distributive.
P r o o f. According to [17] (cf. also [18: §30] ), the property of weak m-distributivity for Boolean algebras is weaker than the property of m-distributivity. Hence, there exists a Boolean algebra B which is weakly m-distributive but fails to be m-distributive. Taking G = Z B , we obtain, by Corollary 5.7, that G is, as we need.
